Zummo Juicers Service Bulletin - September 2021
Subject: Daily & Monthly Cleaning of Self-Service tanks fitted with tomlinson tap.
Models: Z40C, Z40 2.0, Z40 Nature & Z14 Self-Serve tanks with tomlinson taps.
Attention Zummo Customer
During routine service inspections it has come to our attention a critical part of your Zummo Self-Serve machine
is receiving inconsistent cleaning. This is resulting in a build up of stale juice & debris. This can cause premature
wear of the tap seat. To prevent this from occurring we recommend the tap to be back flushed & sanitized daily
and the dismantling of the tap & seal to be thoroughly cleaned on a monthly basis.
Please see below step by step instructions on how to carry out the cleaning procedure.

Tomlinson Tap: Back Flush Procedure
Version 1.0

The following procedure ensures correct process is followed when back flushing the tomlinson tap
for daily cleaning.

Step 1. Remove S-Serve tray from
machine and rinse with warm soapy
water.

Step 3. Pull faucet tap up to allow
warm water to flow back through
tomlinson tap.

Step 2. Invert tray and place under
warm water, allowing water to enter
faucet.

Step 4. Fill tray with warm
soapy water and open faucet
tap. Repeat process to ensure all
soap suds have been flushed.

Step 5. Sanitize tray & tomlinson tap
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Tomlinson Tap: Seat Removal / Cleaning Procedure
Version 2.1

The following procedure ensures correct process is followed when removing tomlinson tap seat for

monthly cleaning.

1.

Unscrew the tap from the
self service tray.

1a.

3.

Unscrew the tap.

4.

7.

6.

Clean the inner spring.

2.

Extract the tap from the shaft.

Pull upwards to separate
the two parts.

5.

Extract the gasket, pulling downwards.
Invert under hot water to back wash.

Clean the inside of
the tap.

8.

(Z40 Classic & 2.0 will need to be
unscrewed via nut inside tray)

Finally, clean the inside of the
self service tray.
Re-assemble once completed.

9. Sanitize tray & tomlinson tap
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If a part does require replacement, please refer to the part numbers listed below.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete Z40 Tank Faucet.
Part# 210524
Cost $150+ gst
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Z40 Tap Silicone Silicone Gasket.
Part# 2/13/9-1
Cost $20+ gst
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Tomlinson Tap Nut
Part# 2/13/9-2
Cost $35
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Tomlinson Silicone Join Faucet (O'ring)
Part# 1408023
Cost $10+ gst
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Complete Z40 2.0 Self-Service tray
Part# 210545A-6 LG or 210545A-1 GP
Cost $550+ gst
*Clear tray no longer available.
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